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Abstract
Odour control is an important industrial and economical issue as it is a criterion
in purchase and use of a material. The minimal concentration of a pure compound
allowing to perceive its odour, called Odour Detection Threshold (ODT), is a key
parameter of the odour control. Each compound has its own ODT. Literature is
the main source to obtain ODT. Nevertheless, there are a lot of compounds with
no reported ODTs and when ODTs are available, they are marred by a high variability. Another expensive and time-consuming way to obtain ODT is the
measurement. This paper proposes a validated cleaning methodology to reduce
uncertainty of available ODTs. This methodology will be consolidated by our
own experimental measurements. Next, we predict missing ODTs as a function
of chemical and physical variables.
The proposed cleaning methodology leads to eliminate 39% of compounds with
at least one ODT while conducting 84% of positive scenarios (on 37 compounds).
The missing ODTs are predicted with an error of 0.83 for the train and 1.14 for
the test (on a log10 scale). Given the uncertainty of data, the model is sufficient.
This approach allows working with a lower uncertainty on available ODTs and
predicts missing ODTs with a satisfactory model.
Keywords: Odour Detection Thresholds (ODT), Data mining, Reliability, Completeness, Uncertainty.
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Introduction

In the industrial environment, there is a growing need to identify compounds responsible for an unpleasant odour. This identification depends firstly on the Odour Detection
Threshold (ODT) of each compound. We define ODT as the minimal concentration of
a pure compound allowing to perceive its odour.
The principal source of ODTs is the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. But, in literature, there
are a lot of compounds with no reported ODTs and when ODTs data are available, they
present a high variability. This situation implies a high uncertainty of ODTs.
This variability can be illustrated with the butyl acetate example whose ODT values
range from 0.030 mg/m3 to 480 mg/m3 for 14 publications [6].
The variability could potentially be explained by a set of parameters such as: difference
of methods; existence and year of normalization; sample quality; environmental conditions, culture of authors; panel selection and their intrinsic diversity; panel correction,
etc. Given all these potential sources of variability, there is a need to improve the reliability of these data. Unfortunately, the sparsity of these data makes most of the potential interesting statistical tools unusable. This sparsity comes from non-uniformity of
the information from one author to another.
Several papers have already highlighted this issue [2, 3] and have tried to compare
publications [9] but usually, researchers make a subjective sorting or simply use the
mean of values [3, 5]. But, in any event, even if dataset is used without cleaning, neither
the mean or the geometric mean nor the density application is justified if the ODT values distribution is not identified.
As a consequence, our paper aims to find relevant methodology allowing improving
the reliability of these data. This improvement gathers an approach aiming to decrease
the variability of available ODTs by a cleaning methodology. Next, we complete not
reported compounds by a predictive modelling of ODTs as a function of chemical /
physical variables. Explicative variables generated by the methodology are precise opposed to bibliographic ODTs.

2

Methodology

2.1

Software

The ODT values from the literature are collected in an Excel sheet and the reliability
improvement is realized on the R software.
2.2

Database Construction

To analyze ODT, a database is constructed (Fig. 1). This database gathers quite a few
volatile and odorous compounds. These compounds constitute the rows of the database.

For each compounds, a state of art of ODTs is done to identify publications containing
ODT information [6]. These publications constitute the columns.
1254 collected
compounds

161 Articles

3

ODTs (mg/m )

Fig. 1. ODT values (mg/m3) database format

This database will be the support of the uncertainty reduction and prediction. To date,
it contains 161 publications (columns) and 1 254 compounds (rows) including only 650
compounds with at least one ODT available.
2.3

First Step of Cleaning: Provisional Publications’ Isolation

The first step consists in eliminating the least reliable studies. Ideally, it would have
been relevant to consider only studies containing a reliable repeatability of measurements. In this way the Cochran test based on the standard deviation of each article
would have been applied [11]. Unfortunately, this information is rarely available. Considering only studies with available repeatability is therefore too restrictive. Consequently, we use the criterion of number of ODT measurements realized per study. Indeed, we have noticed that the higher the number of ODT determinations in a publication, the better the technique of analysis was described, and hence the more reliable the
results. It was decided to eliminate ten percent of the total values of the database and
that corresponds to publications containing less than four ODT values (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. ODT values loss rate in function of publications eliminated

2.4

Second Step of Cleaning Methodology: ODT Outlier Elimination

2.4.1. Outliers Definition in the Context
To define an outlier in this context, the ODT values distribution has to be defined. On
the basis of an expert observation on well-known molecules, the hypothesis is that for
each given compound, ODTs follow a normal distribution.
Considering the low amount of ODT values per compound (Fig. 3), the most suitable
solutions to observe this distribution, are the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) and the
QQplot representation of the eleven compounds with more than ten ODT values after
the first step of the cleaning.
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Fig. 3. Reported ODT frequency

The KDE is calculated with the “geom_density” function and the QQplot with
“qqnorm” function. The correlation coefficient (CC) of QQplot of these compounds is
calculated (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Correlation coefficient of the QQplot of compounds with more than 10 ODT

On this Fig. 4 the higher the correlation coefficient is, the more likely the distribution
is normal. These results encourage applying a normal test on values to detect outliers.

The inter-laboratory reproducibility Grubbs test is applied [11]. The confidence level
chosen is 95%.
2.4.2. Outliers Values Elimination According to Normal Distribution
The Grubbs test is not applicable with less than three values [12]. In this way, only
compounds measured more than twice can be compared with the rest of the database.
Thereafter, ODTs of these compounds are considered as the “tested” ODTs. That implies that some compounds’ relevance cannot be analyzed at this step.
Another rule of comparison has to be set up. This is an extension of the cleaning methodology to the elimination of publications outliers. This next rule was guided by the
fact that, at the previous step, the eliminated ODT values often belong to the same publications.
2.5

Third Step of Cleaning Methodology: Publication Outliers Elimination

At this step, the relevance of each publication is measured by the number of exclusion
of that article at the second step. An index is calculated for each author: the exclusion
frequency ratio in equation (1).
𝑗

𝐄𝐅𝒋 =

𝑁𝑂𝐷𝑇 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑑
𝑗

𝑁𝑂𝐷𝑇 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑬𝑭𝒋
: Exclusion frequency of the jth publication
𝒋
𝑵𝑶𝑫𝑻 𝒆𝒙𝒄𝒍𝒖𝒅𝒆𝒅 : Number of ODT values of the jth publication excluded by
× 100
Grubbs test
𝒋
𝑵𝑶𝑫𝑻 𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒅 : Number of ODT values tested in the jth publication

(1)

The ODT values of publications have not been compared in the same way. That’s why
a “tested rate” is calculated. For each publication, this “tested rate” is defined as the
percentage of tested ODTs among all of the ODTs of this publication. Indeed, the higher
the “tested rate” is; the better the 𝐸𝐹’s reliability is.
First, publications with “tested rate” under 1/3 are eliminated. Then, after a Hierarchical
Ascendant Classification (HAC) applied on the EF of selected publications, the Ward’s
distance index [13] is used. This classification allows to statistically separate publications based on EF values. The dendrogram and the SPRSQ graph are used to determine
the number of groups. The group containing the lowest EF is finally retained.
2.6

Validation of the Cleaning

ODT of 44 compounds were measured experimentally in our laboratory to validate the
relevance of this cleaning. These ODT were measured using the norm EN 13725 [14].
For these 44 compounds, whose ODT values have been measured experimentally, 40
were reported in the literature. For these 40 compounds, three barycenters are defined:

the one of raw ODT values of the literature (X1), the one of remaining ODT values
after the cleaning methodology application (X2) and the one of our experimental ODT
values (X3). And then two differences are calculated: X1-X3 (Z1) and X2-X3 (Z2).
These two differences are compared. This comparison allows to observe if the cleaning
methodology leads to approach the experimental result.
To state on the relevance of the cleaning the criterion to select the “ideal” case is the
mean of the log10 of the confidence interval obtained thanks the repeatability level of
our experimental measurements.
2.7

Completeness of the Database by Predictive Modelling

The completeness of the database is based on a Quantitative Structure-Property Relationship (QSPR) approach. This approach consists in predicting a variable (Y) as a
function of chemical and physical certain variables (X). Here the Y variable is the mean
value of log10 values of cleaned ODTs. Explicative variables X are essentially calculated from the structure of compounds (66 variables). There are compositional and
constitutional indexes (the number and nature of atoms, the molecular weight, the unsaturation), topological indexes which the majority are defined in Todeschini’s publication [15] and electrotopological indexes as ZEP index [16].
The model approach is then divided in 2 principal steps. The first is a reduction of the
number of significative input variables by a lasso technique. To predict Y as a function
of X, a classical Support Vector Machine (SVM) model was constructed. Some “bad”
observations was eliminated from this learning process.The partition of the dataset between the train and test sets is made in order that the train represents 75% of the dataset
and reflects the variance of this one.

3

Results and Discussion

3.1

Visualization of the Proportion of Missing Values of the Database

Missing value proportion of the database (Fig. 1) is presented as a heatmap (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Proportion of missing ODT values in the literature (a red zone corresponds to information
presence; a white zone corresponds to a lack of information)

The total proportion of missing values is 99%. This proportion enforces the inability to
use statistical classification tools and implies the necessity to implement a more reliable
methodology.
3.2

Result of the First Step

For the three “data cleaning” steps, information loss is presented from three perspectives (Table 1): the number of publications, the number of ODT and the number of
compounds with at least one ODT. This choice is made because the most important
information to monitor is the number of compounds with at least one ODT. Indeed, as
it was presented, we want to predict the ODT behavior of all the compounds of the
database (1254) with reported ones in literature. That’s why, it’s important to keep a
satisfactory proportion of reported compounds.
Table 1. Information loss after the first step

Nos. of publications
Nos. of ODT
Nos. of compounds with at least 1 ODT

Before
161
1501
650

Cleaning at the first step
After
Information loss
72
55%
rate
1367
9%
631
3%

The first step leads to isolate 55% of the publications. Even if half of the publications
have been eliminated, only 3% of compounds with at least one ODT have been eliminated. This proportion is acceptable. The lack of reliability on these sources justifies to
reject them.
3.3

Result of the Second Step

The Grubbs test is applied on compounds which ODT have been measured at least 3
times. Results of the information loss of this step are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Information loss after the second step by Grubbs test

Nos. of publications
Nos. of ODT values
Nos. of compounds with at least 1 ODT

Before
72
1367
631

Cleaning at the second step
After
Information loss
72
0%
rate
1235
10%
631
0%

There is only a slight loss of information on the ODT values (10%) and the two other
rates are still constant. Furthermore, among this proportion, there is an average of 1.65
values eliminated per compound (over 80 compounds). This low percentage supports
the use of a normal distribution.
3.4

Result of the Third Step

A summary of ODT elimination at the second step on all the 72 publications, will allow
applying the third step. The focus is made on the Exclusion Frequency (EF) defined by
the equation (1) and the “tested rate” defined in the 2.5 section.
As it was mentioned in this section, publications with “tested rate” under 1/3 are
eliminated. A first information loss summary is done after the elimination of these publications with a “tested rate” lower than 33% (Table 3).
Table 3. Information loss after the elimination of publicationss with tested rate lower than 33%

Nos. of publications
Nos. of ODT values
Nos. of compounds with at least 1 ODT

Cleaning at the third step – Part 1
Before
After
Information loss rate
72
60
17%
1235
1064
14%
631
485
23%

The dendrogram of the HAC classification is applied on the EF of publications with a
“tested rate” higher than 33% (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. HAC on EF values dendrogram (red line: the optimal classification)

Thanks to the dendrogram and the SPRSQ graph, 3 groups were realized (Fig. 6). The
information loss summary is done after the second part of the third step (Table 4).
Table 4. Information loss after the third step

Nos. of publications
Nos. of ODT values
Nos. of compounds with at least 1 ODT

Cleaning at the third step - Part 2
Before
After
Information loss
60
33
45%
rate
1064
701
34%
485
393
19%

This third step is rather drastic because it eliminates 37.7 % of compounds with at least
one reported ODT value in the literature.
Nevertheless, 393 reported compounds still remain, spread over 33 publications. The
size of the database decreases with the increase of its reliability. Of course, we consider
that it is better to work with less quantitative but more informative data.
3.5

Summary of the Cleaning Methodology

After the three cleaning methodology steps, the information loss statement is presented
in Table 5.
Table 5. Information loss statement after three steps of the cleaning methodology

Nos. of publications
Nos. of ODT values
Nos. of compounds with at least 1 ODT

Before
161
1501
650

Total cleaning
After
Total information loss
33
79%
rate
701
53%
393
39%

It can be noticed that a high percentage of publications is eliminated (79%) but it represents almost the double of compounds with at least one ODT value in the literature
(39%). The amount of total eliminated data is 53%. These rejected data have been considered irrelevant by our specific approach.
3.6

Validation of the Cleaning Methodology with Measured ODT

After the cleaning, the ODT value of 3 compounds out of 40 was totally eliminated and
we make the comparison on the 37 remaining compounds. The mean of the repeatability
of our measurement calculated in a log10 scale is 0.4. The ODTs obtained are then
compared to this value as it was explained in the 2.6 section (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Comparison of the cleaned values and the raw values of literature with our experimental
values (red: cleaned ODT difference; blue: raw ODT difference)

Many scenarios are recorded (Table 6) thanks to the graph of comparisons (Fig. 7).
Table 6. Summary of the evolution by the cleaning methodology
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5
Scenario 6
Scenario 7
Scenario 8

Improvement of the value …
No improvement of the value
…
Degradation of the value …

… even if it was already correct
… which leads to a correct value
… but the value still not correct
… but it was already correct
… and still not correct
… but it still correct
… but it still not correct
… becomes not correct

5 cases
6 cases
10 cases
7 cases
3 cases
3 cases
1 cases
2 cases

Initially, 16 compounds were in the range of the measured ODT. After the cleaning,
there are 21 compounds (out of 37 compared compounds). This is a first positive added
value of the cleaning methodology.
Furthermore, it can be considered as positive situation after the cleaning the scenarios
1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 (Table 6). These cases represent 84% of positive cases (31 compounds
out of 37). The worst scenario is the number 8. Despite of 6 compounds, this cleaning
seems appropriate to decrease the uncertainty of available bibliographic ODT data.
3.7

ODTs Prediction

Applying lasso technique leads to eliminate 22 variables (out of 66) and SVM leads to
a model with an error, in a log10 scale, of 0.83 on the train and 1.14 on the test with
compounds eliminated (Fig. 8). As a matter of fact, among all the predictions, only less
than 2.5% of observations was abnormally predicted in comparison with the others.
ODTs predictes values (Log10)
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Fig. 8. ODTs predicted in function of ODTs observed

Given the uncertainty of ODT of most of compounds, the model is satisfactory as it
predicts the ODT with a log10 error about 1. To our knowledge this is the first global
model to predict ODT as a function of molecular characteristics on this quantity of
compounds. This is an encouraging result which has to however be improved thereafter.

4

Conclusion

In conclusion, the proposed cleaning methodology eliminates 39% of compounds with
at least one ODT while conducting to 84% of positive scenarios on ODT values (validation on 37 compounds). The missing ODTs are predicted with an error of 0.83 for
the train and 1.14 for the test (on a log10 scale). Considering the data, it’s a satisfactory
model. This approach allows working with a low uncertainty on available ODTs and
predicts missing ODTs with a satisfactory model. This is an encouraging methodology.

Thereafter, it would be interesting to strengthen the cleaning methodology with more
measurements in our laboratory or a probabilistic validation.
The global predicting model of ODT seems satisfactory to odour experts. It will be
improved further by complementary local approach and / or expert knowledge
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